The ProFlex® 9003 Certified Lightweight Anti-Vibration Gloves are designed with a unique palm pad and extremely lightweight cotton for comfortable fit, unbeatable dexterity and ultimate breathability. The pre-curved design fits the shape of your hand for greater flexibility and less fatigue while working. Certified to EN ISO 10819: 2013 Anti-Vibration, these gloves provide maximum protection against permanent damage caused by vibration, shock and palm impact.

**Features**

- **ANTI-VIBRATION** – Full coverage, certified to EN ISO 10819: 2013 standards
- **BREATHABLE** – Lightweight cotton, soft and thin rubber palm for improved dexterity
- **FLEXIBLE FIT** – Comfortable pre-curved design
- **ELASTIC CUFF** – Secure fit keeps dirt out
- **MACHINE WASHABLE**

**Application**

- Riveting
- Grinding/Sanding
- Deburring
- Demolition
- Drilling/Mining
- Oil/Gas Refining
- Heavy Construction
- Assembly/Fabrication

**ITEM #** | **SIZE** | **COLOR**
--- | --- | ---
17593 | M | Black
17594 | L | Black
17595 | XL | Black